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Abstract. In this paper we introduce reasoning procedures for ALCQ+
F ,

a fuzzy description logic with extended qualified quantification. The lan-
guage allows for the definition of fuzzy quantifiers of the absolute and
relative kind by means of piecewise linear functions on N and Q ∩ [0, 1]
respectively. In order to reason about instances, the semantics of quan-
tified expressions is defined based on recently developed measures of the
cardinality of fuzzy sets. A procedure is described to calculate the fuzzy
satisfiability of a fuzzy assertion, which is a very important reasoning
task. The procedure considers several different cases and provides direct
solutions for the most frequent types of fuzzy assertions.

1 Introduction

Description logics (DL) [1] are a family of logic-based knowledge-representation
formalisms, which stem from the classical AI tradition of semantic networks
and frame-based systems. DLs are well-suited for the representation of and
reasoning about terminological knowledge, configurations, ontologies, database
schemata, etc.

The need of expressing and reasoning with imprecise knowledge and the diffi-
culties arising in classifying individuals with respect to an existing terminology
is motivating research on nonclassical DL semantics, suited to these purposes. To
cope with this problem, fuzzy description logics have been proposed that allow
for imprecise concept description by using fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations. For in-
stance, a fuzzy extension of the description logic ALC has been introduced in [6],
with complete algorithms for solving the entailment problem, the subsumption
problem, as well as the best truth-value bound problem.

In [5] we introduced ALCQ+
F , a fuzzy description logic with extended qualified

quantification1 that allows for the definition of fuzzy quantifiers of the absolute
1 In keeping with DL naming conventions, the superscript plus is to suggest that, in

addition to qualified number restrictions available in the description logic ALCQ
introduced by De Giacomo and Lenzerini [2], we provide also more general fuzzy
linguistic quantifiers. The subscript F means that the language deals with infinitely
many truth-values, as in the language ALCFM of Tresp and Molitor [7].
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and relative kind by means of piecewise linear functions on N and Q ∩ [0, 1]
respectively. These quantifiers extends the usual (qualified) ∃, ∀ and number
restriction.

Incorporating fuzzy quantification into fuzzy description logics is important
by several reasons. On the one hand, number restriction is a kind of quantification
that arises very frequently in concept description, so it is necessary to extend it
to the fuzzy case. But another important reason is that not only concepts, but
also quantifiers are imprecise in many cases (e.g. “around two”, “most”).

For example, suppose you are the marketing director of a supermarket chain.
You are about to launch a new line of low-calorie products. In order to set up
your budget, you need to project the sales of this new line of products. This
can be done either by means of an expensive market research, or by means of
some kind of inference based on your knowledge of customer habits. For instance,
you could expect prospective buyers of this new line of products to be essentially
faithful customers who mostly buy foods with low energy value. We have here all
the ingredients of imprecise knowledge: a “faithful customer” is a fuzzy concept;
“low” energy value is a linguistic value, which might be modelled as a fuzzy
number; to “mostly” buy a given kind of product is equivalent to a quantified
statement of the form “most of the bought products are of this kind”, where
“most” is an imprecise quantifier.

Zadeh [8] showed that imprecise quantifiers can be defined by using fuzzy sets,
and by incorporating them into the language and providing the tools to define
their semantics we can provide a very powerful knowledge representation tool,
with greater expressive power, and closer to the humans’ way of thinking.

2 The Language ALCQ+
F

The language ALCQ+
F has the following syntax:

〈concept description〉 ::= 〈atomic concept〉 |
� | ⊥ | ¬〈concept description〉 |
〈concept description〉�〈concept description〉 |
〈concept description〉	〈concept description〉 |
〈quantification〉

〈quantification〉 ::= 〈quantifier〉〈atomic role〉.〈concept description〉
〈quantifier〉 ::= ”(” 〈absolute quantifier〉 ”)” | ”(” 〈relative quantifier〉 ”)” |

∃ | ∀
〈absolute quantifier〉 ::= 〈abs point〉 | 〈abs point〉 + 〈absolute quantifier〉
〈relative quantifier〉 ::= 〈fuzzy degree〉/u | 〈fuzzy degree〉/u + 〈piecewise fn〉
〈piecewise fn〉 ::= 〈rel point〉 | 〈rel point〉 + 〈piecewise fn〉
〈abs point〉 ::= 〈val〉/〈natural number〉
〈rel point〉 ::= 〈val〉/〈[0,1]-value〉
〈val〉 ::= [〈fuzzy degree〉 � ]〈fuzzy degree〉[ � 〈fuzzy degree〉]

In this extension, the semantics of quantifiers is defined by means of piecewise-
linear membership functions. In the case of absolute quantifiers, the quantifier
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is obtained by restricting the membership function to the naturals. The seman-
tics of fuzzy assertions in ALCQ+

F is given by the standard fuzzy conjunction,
disjunction and negation, as well as method GD [3] for quantified expressions.

The piecewise-linear functions are defined by means of a sequence of points.
These points are expressed as α � β � γ/x, where x is the cardinality value, β is
the membership degree of x, and α and γ are the limit when the membership
function goes to x from the left and from the right, respectively. When the
function is continuous, this can be summarized as β/x (since α = β = γ),
whereas discontinuities on the left (α 
= β = γ) or right (α = β 
= γ) can be
summarized as α � β/x and β � γ/x, respectively.

2.1 An Example

Let us go back to the example of the marketing director of a supermarket chain
about to launch a line of low-calorie products.

The knowledge base describing the business of running a supermarket chain
could contain, among others, the following terminological axioms:

FaithfulCustomer � Customer � �
FoodProduct � Product � �

LowCalorie � EnergyMeasure � �
LowCalorieFood ≡ FoodProduct � ∀energyValue.LowCalorie

The ABox describing facts about your supermarket chain might contain TVBs
which we might summarize as follows:

– given an individual customer c and a product p, buys(c, p) might be inter-
preted as

buys(c, p) = f(weeklyrevenue(c, p)),

where f : R → [0, 1] is nondecreasing, and weeklyrevenue(c, p) : CustomerI ×
ProductI → R returns the result of a database query which calculates the
average revenue generated by product p on customer c in all the stores op-
erated by the chain;

– given an individual customer c, FaithfulCustomer(c) might be interpreted as

FaithfulCustomer(c) = g(weeklyrevenue(c)),

where g : R → [0, 1] is nondecreasing, and weeklyrevenue(c) : CustomerI →
R returns the result of a database query which calculates the average revenue
generated by customer c in all the stores operated by the chain;

– finally, LowCalorie(x), where x is an average energy value per 100 g of product
measured in kJ, could be interpreted as

LowCalorie(x) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 x < 1000,
2000−x
1000 1000 ≤ x ≤ 2000,

0 x > 2000.
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Table 1. The energy value, membership in the LowCalorieFood, and the degree to
which customer CARD0400009324198 buys them for a small sample of products

Product Energy [kJ/hg] LowCalorieFood(·) buys(CARD . . . , ·)
GTIN8001350010239 1680 0.320 0.510
GTIN8007290330987 1475 0.525 0.050
GTIN8076809518581 1975 0.025 0.572
GTIN8000113004003 1523 0.477 0.210
GTIN8002330006969 498 1.000 1.000
GTIN8005410002110 199 1.000 1.000
GTIN017600081636 1967 0.033 0.184

By using the ALCQ+
F language, it is now possible to express the notion of a

faithful customer who mostly buys food with low energy value as

C ≡ FaithfulCustomer � (Most)buys.LowCalorieFood,

where (Most) ≡ (0/u + 0/0.5 + 1/0.75).
A useful deduction this new axiom allows you to make is, for instance, cal-

culating the extent to which a given individual customer or, more precisely, a
fidelity card, say CARD0400009324198, is a C. For instance, you could know that

FaithfulCustomer(CARD0400009324198) = 0.8,

and, by querying the sales database, you might get all the degrees to which that
customer buys each product. For sake of example, we give a small subset of
those degrees of truth in Table 1, along with the energy values of the relevant
products.

According to the semantics of ALCQ+
F ,

C(CARD0400009324198) ≈ 0.742

i.e., the degree to which most of the items purchased by this customer are low-
calorie is around 0.742. This seems to be in accordance with the data in Table 1,

Table 2. Percentage of purchased items that are low-calorie at significant levels

Level Percentage
1.000 1.000 = 2/2
0.572 0.667 = 2/3
0.510 0.500 = 2/4
0.320 0.750 = 3/4
0.210 0.800 = 4/5
0.184 0.667 = 4/6
0.050 0.714 = 5/7
0.033 0.857 = 6/7
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where we can see that four products (those products p in rows 2, 4, 5, and 6)
verify

buys(CARD0400009324198, p) ≤ LowCalorieFood(p)

while for the products in rows 1 and 7 the difference between being purchased
and being low-calorie food is not so high. Only the item in row 3 seems to be a
clear case of item purchased but not low-calorie.

As another justification of why this result appears in agreement with the data,
in Table 2 we show the percentage of purchased items that are low-calorie at
α-cuts of the same level. At any other level, the percentage obtained is one of
those shown in Table 2.

At many levels the percentage is above 0.75, therefore fitting the concept of
Most as we have defined it. At level 0.050 the percentage is almost 0.75. The
only level that clearly doesn’t fit Most is 0.510, but at the next level (0.320) we
have again 0.75 and Most(0.75) = 1.

3 Reasoning with ALCQ+
F

Of course, the purpose of a knowledge representation system goes beyond storing
concept definitions and assertions. A knowledge representation system based on
fuzzy DLs should be able to perform specific kinds of reasoning. One particularly
important reasoning task is to calculate the fuzzy satisfiability of a fuzzy asser-
tion Ψ , i.e., the interval of values S(Ψ) = [βΨ , τΨ ] such that for any interpretation
I, the degree of truth of Ψ under I, noted truthI(Ψ), verifies truthI(Ψ) ∈ [βΨ , τΨ ]
(i.e., the maximum interval [β, τ ] such that Ψ is [β, τ ]–satisfiable in the sense of
Navara’s definition [4]).

In this work we introduce a PSpace-complete algorithm to calculate the fuzzy
satisfiability of a fuzzy assertion. Though infinite interpretations are taken into
account in the definition of the semantics of the language ALCQ+

F , in practice
and due to the physical limitations of computers, we are going to deal with a
finite number of individuals. The same limitations put a bound on the number
of different membership degrees we can deal with. Therefore we shall calculate
the fuzzy satisfiability of a fuzzy assertion up to a certain precision degree, given
as a number of decimals p.

In addition to the general algorithm, we have obtained some results showing
that we can calculate the fuzzy satisfiability of a fuzzy assertion directly in some
(the most common) cases. Some of these results are based on a previous result
about independence of fuzzy assertions. We introduce the following definition:

Definition 1. Two concepts A and B are independent of each other if, for all
α ∈ S(A) and β ∈ S(B), there exists an interpretation I containing an individual
d ∈ ∆I such that

AI(d) = α and BI(d) = β.

In other words, A and B are independent if the degree of truth of A does not
affect the degree of truth of B and vice versa.
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In order to determine whether two concepts are independent, we provide the
following results:

Proposition 1. Two concepts A and B, not containing quantifiers, which are
neither tautologies nor contradictions, are independent if and only if the following
four concepts are satisfiable in the crisp sense: A�B; A�¬B; ¬A�B; ¬A�¬B.

Proposition 2. Let D1 and D2 be two independent concepts. Then, no atomic
concept and no role appears in the expansion of both.

Proposition 3. Let D1 be a concept that doesn’t contain quantifiers in its ex-
pansion, and let D2 ≡ QR.C. Then, D1 and D2 are independent, regardless of
whether D1 and C are independent or not.

Proposition 4. Let D1 ≡ Q1R1.C1 and let D2 ≡ Q2R2.C2. If R1 
= R2 or C1
and C2 are independent, then D1 and D2 are independent.

A general procedure to determine whether two concepts are independent can be
obtained from Proposition 1 using the crisp procedure to check unsatisfiability.
However, Propositions 2, 3, and 4 can make things easier in some cases.

On this basis, we introduce the following results on the calculation of satisfi-
ability of fuzzy assertions:

– If A is an atomic concept, then S(A) = [0, 1].
– (Negation) If S(D) = [βD, τD], then S(¬D) = [1 − τD, 1 − βD]. This verifies

S(¬¬D) = S(D) and:
• if A is atomic, S(¬A) = S(A) = [0, 1];
• if C = C1 � · · · � Cr, then S(¬C) = S(¬C1 	 · · · 	 ¬Cr);
• if C = C1 	 · · · 	 Cr, then S(¬C) = S(¬C1 � · · · � ¬Cr);
• if D ≡ QR.C,

S(¬D) = S(¬(QR.C)) = S((¬Q)R.C). (1)

– Let Q be an absolute quantifier such that core(Q) 
= ∅ and N\supp(Q) 
= ∅.
If D ≡ QR.C and S(C) = [βC , τC ], S(D) = S(QR.C) = [βD, τD], with

βD = (1 − τC)Q(0) (2)
τD = max{(τC + (1 − τC)Q(0)), Q(0)} (3)

– Let Q be a relative quantifier such that core(Q) 
= ∅ and [0, 1]∩Q\supp(Q) 
=
∅ with uQ = Q(x/0) (i.e., uQ is the value returned by the quantifier when
the relative cardinality is undefined). If D ≡ QR.C and S(C) = [βC , τC ],

• If Q(0) = 0 and Q(1) = 1,

S(D) = [min{uQ, βC}, τC + (1 − τC)uQ]

In particular, for quantifiers ∃ and ∀ we have u∃ = 0, u∀ = 1, and

S(∃R.C) = [0, τC ],
S(∀R.C) = [βC , 1].
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• If Q(0) = 1 and Q(1) = 0,

S(QR.C) = [1 − (τC + (1 − τC)uQ), 1 − min{uQ, βC}].

• If Q(0) = 0 and Q(1) = 0,

S(D) = [0, max{uQ, (1 − τC)uQ + (τC − βC)}].

• If Q(0) = 1 and Q(1) = 1,

S(QR.C) = [1 − max{uQ, (1 − τC)uQ + (τC − βC)}, 1].

The remaining cases are solved by means of an O(1) algorithm with a fixed
precision of p decimals.

– If D ≡ D1 	 D2 	 · · · 	 Ds with S(Di) = [βDi , τDi ], then S(D) = [βD, τD],
with

βD ≥ max
i∈{1,...,s}

{βDi},

τD = max
i∈{1,...,s}

{τDi}.

In particular, if the fuzzy assertions Di are pairwise independent,

βD = max
i∈{1,...,s}

{βDi},

τD = max
i∈{1,...,s}

{τDi}.

The value of βD with a precision degree of p decimals, when the Di are
not independent, is obtained by means of an algorithm that performs a
dichotomic search after guessing values of the atomic concepts and roles
that appear in the Di’s.

– The satisfiability of conjunctions can be obtained by using De Morgan’s laws
and the latter result.

4 Conclusions

ALCQ+
F allows for concept description involving fuzzy linguistic quantifiers of the

absolute and relative kind, and using qualifiers. We have introduced algorithms to
perform two important reasoning tasks with this logic: reasoning about instances,
and calculating the fuzzy satisfiability of a fuzzy assertion. In addition, we have
defined independence of fuzzy assertions and obtained some results that speed up
the calculation of fuzzy satisfiability in some (the most common) cases.
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